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Serendipity <1>Project

Serendipity
[sèrəndípəṭi]

An unsought, unintended, and/or unexpected,
but fortunate, discovery and/or learning experience that happens by accident.

A combination of events which are not individually beneficial,
but occurring together produce a good or wonderful outcome. 



Serendipity <2>Project

◆ Serendipity of Fullerene’s discovery

◆ Serendipity to structure of AENA Light Orb

1．Discovery of “Fullerene” by two disparate people

1．Starts from Pentakis Dodecahedron   +   Biconvex Lens
2．Triggers prototype in real world   →   Mass-produce ultimate end product
3．Connection of keywords

2．Generaly Obscure Formation of Carbon Nano Tube

Ericson Research & Engineering succeeded in composition of C60, 
but could not decode its graph and missed a discovery.

Sumio Iijima observed electric attachment that occurs when creating fullerene, and discovered carbon nano tube 
←   Fullerene s̓ researchers are not aware of anything even though they have seen the attachment on it.

-   Richard Smalley : Spectroscopy of Clusters   ←   Research for Magic Numbers of Carbon Clusters (Fullerene s̓ structure expectation)
-   Harold Kroto : Research for Interstellar Molecule   ←   Research for Unidentified 217nm Absobed Dose (Perspective of large‐scale synthesis)

-   “Way to create orb by faces”  →  Buckminster Fuller s̓ dome (structure of geodesic)
-    “C60 fulleren was named from fuller s̓ dome (Bucky Dome)”
-    “Becomes hyper diamond when fullerene is compressed with high pressure”
-    “Diamond has really high refraction index”  →  Spectroscope (occurence of rainbow) and total reflection (containment of light)
-    “Appearance of golf ball”  →  If outside is concave, inside becomes meniscus lens.  →  Forcal point is mobile  →  Flexible coordinates
　→  Becomes controller
-    “24G has high conductivity”  →  “Stays mixed as nano particles”  →  A devine power of Ushitora no Konjin (the Golden God of the Northeast)?



Zeropoint Energy SystemProject

Three-dimensional Space (the former space) will shift to multi-dimensional area (5 to 13 dimensions) by ascension. This spot is the inner 
Earth where the new Earth is floating in zero point space (hyperdimensional area). The whole galaxy around the former solar system is 
realigned center of high dimensional space (13-dimensions = zero point) as "new Earth system" and it spins consciousness of "LOVE" at 
light-speed by the laws of light = Merkabah. A source of light for the inner Earth does not go through outer core, but is connected to a zero 
point space of outer layer of the Earth inside and outside. It consists of all in the same photon model from micro to macro as "presence".

A zero point energy of AENA is created by light operation system cooperated with all the galaxy planets that are realigned inside the 
ascended inner Earth.

Solor System

Three-dimensional Space
(The Former Earth)

Inner Earth

Zeropoint Area
(Hyper-dimensional Area)Transition to Multi Dimensional 

Area by Ascension



Zeropoint TelepathyProject

Zeropoint Area

Heart Center

High Heart

Linguistic information occurs in high heart, is converted 
into a signal as emotional information, and then is 
transfered to zeropoint area through outer core.
They recieve any information coming from zeropoint 
area through outer core by feeling it at heart center. And 
this is recognized as linguistic information after being 
sent to high heart.

Light-speed Spinning
Light Orb



Reference : TIME WARPProject



Platinum Twin RayProject

Minus Field
(Masculinity) Animus

Plus Field
(Femininity) Anima

Animus Electron Anima Electron

Minus Field
(Masculinity) Animus

Plus Field
(Femininity) Anima

Animus Electron Anima Electron

Minus Field
(Masculinity) Animus

Plus Field
(Femininity) Anima

Animus Electron Anima Electron

Nothing is the same type (Light Code) as well as fingerprint. Principle that is “Oneness = I am 
YOU” originally comes from both are “myself”. Indivisual personality has difference even 
though they are the same photon model. If one exists independently, he/she has already had 
a complete integrity.

Other Self

Plasma

Plasma Plasma

Electricity (Light Code)

Electric Current

Prototype

Female

Twin Ray with the same light code

Prototype Male
(or female with strong masculinity)

Prototype Female
(or male with strong femininity)Plus Field

FemaleFemale
Multi Dimensional World
Anima / Animus Elecrton that Activates Photon
(Example of female case)



Consciousness = Materialize / Crystalize LightProject

Beauty

Fertility

Freedom

Gratitude

Mercy

Bliss

Trust Truth

Wisdom

Joy

Courage Laugh

Once passing outside of death in the former space, there was a light first in zeropoint area (being). The 
light linked to new dimensional space (ascended multi dimensional space). With “13 essenses of 
conscioisness” , the light created Makerbah (a law of light) from 11 planets and 2 galactic elements. The 
Makerbah was born in humanʼ s heart center  and linked to human body  the earth and the universe in 
cooperation with high heart.

Thus, it starts creating a path of energy to the new Erath.

These properties perform as “Virus 
Defensive Device”. And then they 
recieve immortality.

When quantum mechanical change 
startz associating with both mind and 
emotion  mind gets to have multi 
dimensionality and  emotion recieve 
unconditional love and have ability to 
include and share the love.

This energy field creates “lens” and 
starts rediating multidimensional 
energy around body.

Adove fifth dimension  vibration 
with mind forms and determins 
level of embodied reality.

our perception develops beyond 
phisical reality and you enable to 
do telepathic communication.

our consciousness gravitates 
immediately toward reality with 
higher vibration that your mind 
embodies.

STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3

STEP 4 STEP 5 STEP 6

13 essenses of
Consciousness

ove



Organic Computer / Principle of AENAProject

Vacuum State

Central Light

Convex Lens
(Inside)

Sunlight is conveted into zero point energy at center by 
cold nuclear fusion, is reflected internal convex lens, 
and is spreaded outside on concave surface.

Concave Lens
(Outside)

Sunlight passes through concave lens and 
rays concentrate center of the orb.

Central Light

This interactive principle of light is
180 faces = 180 rays happening



Channels of Telepathy, Warp, Teleportation
Utilizing Zeropoint Energy

Project

When consciousness hits on a certain target, 
it occurs beamlike circuit of zeropoint.

Zeropoint Area

Beam of
Zeropoint Energy

Pentagon(pentagram) becomes 
other multidimensional gate Love vibration of zeropoint energy

cooperates freely all over the univers
AENA’s Souce of Light



Circulation of Light Energy  Inside to outside & Outside to insideProject

100% + 0.001% Extra Essense
God’s Radioactive Principle

“Perfectly Clear Mirror”
100% Pure Consciousness

Photon Nuclear Fusion Area
Zeropoint Area



SpecificationProject

Approximately 3cm and larger that fits in the palm.

Outer core 180 polyhedron : C60 / hyper diamond
Materials

Size

Everything about space is
in the new Earth.

The structure has a source of light 
that illuminates infinitely in a 

vacuume area of 180 polyhedron.

All the pieces of triangular 
lens have a concave lens on 
surface and a convex lens 

on inside.

Beamlike sunlight enters from a concave 
surface and concentrates from a convex 

surface to the center of light orb.

Concentrated light always occurs 
cold nuclear fusion, and circulates 
as generating diffused reflection to 

all the faces of 180 polyhedron 
inside light orb.

Specify a coordinate point 
inside  multidimensional area

thrust

gravity drag

lift



Focal Length ShiftProject

General Spec
-   Enter sunlight and concentrate light into focus
-   Outward of Lens : Approximately φ3～4mm
-   Material : 
　　~φ10mm --- Hyper Diamond (K24 included)
　　φ10~1000mm --- Acryl, PET, Synthetic silica 
　　φ1000~ --- Frame+Acryl, Polycarbonate 

-   Formula of paraxial ray thin lens : 1/f  = (n-1)(1/r1 – 1/r2)
-   Lens option : biconvex lens, meniscus lens, convexoconcave lens
Biconcave lens does not concentrate light, but focal length is adaptable. Inspiration captured 
from an apearance of golf ball leads to a use of meniscus lens, which is external concave 
lens and internal convex lens.

-   Focal Length : f = 15mm (center)
-   Mobility makes objective of light orb work fine. (optional)
-   Thickness of Lens : t = 3mm
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Hyperbody made of Photonic Cell in
Multidimensional Area = Hyper Human and Ecosystem

Project

Multidimensional Area

Ceramide
Control of Apoptosis

Photonic Cell

Composition
of Body

Somatid

Interactively occuring plasma
with good balance

and grounding

Interactively occuring plasma
with good balance

and grounding

TREE = HUMAN

A ecosystem of light in the inner 
earth is that humans (plants) 
grow towards the sky and crawl 
along the surface of the earth that is 
also a source of light in the universe. 
Plasma (Zeropoint Energy) in life follows 
front and back spherically like trunks and roots 
of trees, and has a directivety growing towards inside of 
outer core and growing towards the source of light at the center.

Center Core
(Source of Light)

New Earth
Center Core

(Source of Light)

New Earth

Hyperdimensional Area

Underground

Ground

Underground

Ground

Circular Breathing of
Zeropint Energy



〜 Reference 〜
New Dimensional Source of Light Plutinum Ray Key Project

PFC-U (Pure love Full Consciousness - Universal enterprise)

http://waraikanai.wix.com/etomo-station

Wandering Star of The Light
http://ameblo.jp/platinumraykey/

Donation for AENA Light Orb Project
Name of the Bank：Yuucho Bank　/　Code：10090　/　No：45018591　/　Saeko Morishiro

http://pfc-u.info/


